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1. Introduction. In this note the formulation of the problem takes

much more space than the solution. In fact the proof of our only

theorem is trivial, but the theorem itself seems to be interesting

enough to justify this presentation.

We recall that in two papers Carathéodory [l; 2] investigated

power series.

(1) f(z) =   1 +  E flnZ"
n=l

that are convergent in E, the unit circle \z\ <1, and for which 9î/(z)

>0 in E. We let í(l, FT) denote the family of such functions. In this

notation 1 =/(0), and H denotes the half-plane 9fat>>0, in which the

values of f(z) are required to lie for z in E.

Herglotz [3] and later others (see Nevanlinna [6, p. 185]) proved

that if/(z) £ï(l, H) then it has a representation as a Stieltjes integral,

i.e.

C l* 1 + eilz
(2) f(z) =- du(t), z E E,

J o     1 - eltz

where p(t) is a nondecreasing function in [0, 2ir] for which

(3) f \(f) = 1.
J o

Conversely, it is obvious that any function defined by (2) and (3)

belongs to the class SF(1, FT). If we observe that F(z) = (l+z)/(l—z)

maps E univalently onto H, then (2), which has the form

(4) f(z) =  f ' F(e»z)du(i), zEE,
J o

now appears as a weighted average of univalent functions, where the

total weight, given by (3), is one.

We now invert this question, and ask what type regions R have

this property. Thus, suppose that w= F(z) maps E univalently onto

R, and suppose that/(z) is regular in E, /(0) = F(0), and for zG-E,

we have/(z)G-R. Does it follow that/(z) has a representation of the
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form (4), and conversely does each f(z) defined by (4) have these

properties? We shall prove that essentially the only region with this

property is the half-plane.

2. Notation. Henceforth we let R be a fixed region in the w-plane,

and let A o be a fixed interior point of R. Let

00

(5) F(z) = Ao+T,Anzn
71 = 1

be regular and univalent in E and map E onto R. The function F(z)

is thus uniquely determined except for a rotation factor, but the form

of equation (4) indicates that this factor is of no importance.

Let î(j4o, R) be the class of all functions

00

(6) f(z) = Ao + E <*nZB
n-1

regular in E and such that for all z in E, /(z) lies in R.

Finally let %(A o, R) be the class of all functions generated by the

Stieltjes integral (4), where Fiz) is the univalent function defined in

equation (5), and nit) is any nondecreasing function that satisfies (3).

Accurately stated, the problem is to determine those pairs 04o, R)

for which the two classes are the same, i.e.

(7) S(Ao, R) = HAo, R).

3. Properties of R. It is almost obvious that if (7) holds, then R

must be convex. For suppose that R is not convex. Then there are

two points Wi, w2 in R such that some point w3 on the line segment

joining Wi and w2 lies outside of R or on the boundary. Let Wi= F(zi)

and w2=Fiz2), zi, z2, £E. Since the line segment joining Wi and w2

meets the boundary of R it is clear that we can (by shifting Wi and

w2 along this segment if necessary) select them so that |zi| = | zs|,

i.e. zs = Zieia, a real. Let W3=niWi+n2w2 where /ii+M2= 1 and pi, fi2>0.

Then the function

(8) fiz) = niFiz) + u2F(e¡°z)

is in the class S(Aa, R). But for /(z) given by (8), f(zî) = fiiF(zi)

+^F(z2) = w3^R. Hence f(z)$5(Ao, R). Consequently, if (7) holds

then R must be convex.

We assume henceforth that R is convex, and an obvious conse-

quence of this convexity is the inclusion relation

(9) S(AB, R) C 5(Ao, R)-
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Finally we remark that (7) is invariant under rotations, magnifica-

tions, and translations, as long as the transformation acts on both the

constant A<¡ and the region R. Thus if (7) is satisfied and b and c^O

are any complex constants, then

(10) §>(A0 - b,R- b) = 5(A0 - b, R - b)

and

(11) S(cA0, cR) = 5(cAo, cR).

The proof is simple, and hence we omit it. However, in view of (9), it

is only necessary to prove the opposite inclusion to obtain (10) or (11).

4. The theorem. Using (10) and (11) we can now normalize the

problem by taking .4o = 0. Further we can select c in (11) so that the

univalent function F(z) has the form

oo

(12) F(z) = z + £ Anz».
n-2

Since R is a convex, it follows from Loewner's Theorem on convex

regions [4, p. 103; 5, p. 223] that \An\ ÚÍ for «=1, 2, 3, • • • with
equality if and only if

(13) F(z) =       *       = ¿ e-V+S 08, real).
1 - e*z      „_o

Let/(z)GS(0, R). Then from (4) and (12)

f(z) =  f    F(eilz)dp(t) =  f    [eí'z + £ AneMz» | dp(t)
J O J 0       L n-2 J

= fliz + a2z2 + • • •

and consequently for n = 2, 3, 4, • • •

(14) |a„|  ^ f    \ Ane¡»'\ dß(t) =  \ An\ .
J o

On the other hand for each positive integer n, f(z) = F(zn)=zn

+ • • • G $(0, R). If now S(0, R) = 5(0, R) then by (14) applied to
the function F(zn) we have

(15) la \An\ « = 2, 3,4, ••-.

Combining this with the previous remark that |^4„| ^1 for convex

regions shows that \An\ =1 for each n. Consequently F(z) has the

form (13). This proves the first half of
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Theorem 1. If %(Ao, R) = 'S(Ao, R) then R is a half-plane. Con-
versely, given any half-plane R and any point A0Ç2R, we have &(Ao, R)
*-S(A6,R).

The proof of the converse part is immediate using (10) and (11).

5. Some open questions. It is quite natural to try to obtain the

identity of the two classes S and ÍF for convex regions other than the

half-plane by altering the definition of S so as to include more func-

tions. Suppose that just as before F(z), given by (5) maps E uni-

valently onto R. Then the function F(ei<(z+pe<a,)/(l+zpe-<a)) does

the same, and so a weighted average of such functions will be in

5(^4 0, R) if the normalization is selected properly. Let S3(¿4o, R) be

the class of functions fiz) generated by the triple Stieltjes integral

/. 2x    /. 2r    /. 1       / z _|_ peia   \

F le" , )dnip,a,t)
0    J 0    J o     \     1 + zpe-'"/

where Fiz) is fixed and nip, a, t) is a nondecreasing function over the

three-dimensional set O^p^l, 0^a^2ir, 0^t^2w, subject to the

normalizing conditions

(17)

/► 2t    /» 2x    /• 1

j        I    dn(p,a,t) = 1,
0    " 0    " 0

f      f      f   F(pe««+<>) dßip, a, t) = Ao.
•^ 0    *^ 0    *^ 0

Then, we ask, for what pairs Ao, Rdo we have 83(^0, R) =SF(^4o, i?)?

Of course, it is clear that, just as before, the region R must be convex.

More generally, we may take any kernel Fiz, h, h, • • • , tn) analytic

in the complex variable z for \z\ <1, and continuous in tu t2, ■ • • , tn

and let S(F) be the class of functions /(z) generated by the multiple

Stieltjes integral

(18)      fiz) =1 I   Fiz, h, t2, ■ ■ ■ , tJMh, h, ■ • ■ , tn)
J 0 J 0

with suitable normalization. Under what conditions on the kernel F

do we have S(F)=SF(^4o, i?)? In this situation the region R is the

convex cover of the set of all values of /(z) as / runs through S(F).
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VANISHING CENTRAL DIFFERENCES

RICHARD F. DeMAR

Given a sequence {an}T-o of complex numbers, a number of theo-

rems have been proved concerning implications of the vanishing of

certain differences Anao if the given sequence satisfies some growth

restriction. The first such result, proved by Agnew [l], states that if

{a„} is bounded and A2na0 = 0 for all n, then an = 0 for all ». If all the

odd differences are zero, the sequence is constant. Fuchs [ô] proved

the following: Let a„ = o(nk) for some positive number k, and let n¡

be a subsequence of the positive integers such that if n(R) is the

number of n,-<R, then n(R)^R/2 for R>R0. If A?a0 = 0 for all n¡,

then an = p(n) where p(x) is a polynomial of degree less than k.

Buck [4] assumed only that lim sup |o„| 1/n<l and A"ao = 0 for all n

belonging to a set of positive integers of density d>\ and proved

there is a function / of exponential type whose growth function h(B)

satisfies Ä( + 7r/2)<7r such that/(«)=a„ for all n. In this paper, we

show that if the given sequence is extended to {<zn] "—» by letting

o_n = ßn, then the vanishing of certain of the even central differences

A2na_„ has similar implications. Or, letting a_„= — an_i, vanishing of

odd differences A2n-1£>_n gives similar results.

If G is a connected set, let K[G] denote the class of all entire func-

tions of exponential type whose conjugate indicator diagrams D(f)

are contained in G. If G is the rectangle {x+iy| |x| ^a; \y\ úc},

then K[a, c] will be used for X[G]. Let C2,„ denote the polynomial

z(z-l) • ■ • (z-n + l)/n\.

Certain results concerning the sequence {<Cn} of Stirling func-

tional given by £„(/)=An/( — n/2) will be needed. These functionals
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